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	PrizmDoc is a collection of REST APIs that developers can integrate into their web-based  applications for secure document viewing, editing, conversion, search, annotation, redaction, and document processing.

	Start a Trial
	Explore PrizmDoc
	Schedule a Call
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	PrizmDoc® for Java, formerly VirtualViewer®, is a collection of Java-based APIs designed for integration into web-based applications, providing document viewing, annotation, redaction, page manipulation, and multiple conversion capabilities. 

	Start a Trial
	Explore PrizmDoc® for Java
	Schedule a Call
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	Video: Exploring the Future of AI for Improved Document Management for your ECM

Join us for an engaging webinar, as we unravel the potential of AI for revolutionizing document management.

Watch Now
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	ImageGear is a developer toolkit built to enhance applications with image processing, PDF manipulation, multi-file conversion and rendering, OCR, and compression.

	Start a Trial
	Explore ImageGear
	Schedule a Call
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	RasterMaster is a Java-based developer toolkit that supports multi-file conversion, rendering, manipulation, and compression when added to an application. 

	Start a Trial
	Explore RasterMaster
	Schedule a Call
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	eGuide:  Digital Transformation

Enable your employees to remain productive
throughout the document management process.

Read More
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	Form Processing
	OCR/ICR
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	Barcode Xpress
	FormSuite for Structured Forms
	SmartZone
	FormFix
	ScanFix Xpress
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	Improve Form Processing Text Recognition Results with Regular Expressions

Learn how SmartZone uses a regular
expression engine integrated into the recognition engine to achieve the best possible accuracy
on data that can be defined by a regular expression.

Read More
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	Request a Demo
	14 Day Free Trial
	Explore Docubee
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	Meet Docubee

Docubee is an intelligent contact automation platform built to help your team success

Read More
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                        Why You Should Embed a Web PDF Viewer in Your Application

                        Developers have plenty of options for viewing PDFs in their applications. With so many solutions to choose from, it’s easy to put off thinking about PDF support until much later in the development process. But doing so is often a recipe for trouble, resulting in ad hoc workarounds and settling for third-party plug-ins or native […]
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                        Customizing the PrizmDoc Viewer UI for Your Application Needs

                        As the software industry continues to transition to web-based applications and Software-as-a-Service (SaaS) solutions, developers are prioritizing flexibility more than ever. Building a unique and compelling customer experience frequently requires versatile software toolkits that are easy to customize and adapt to changing requirements.  Customizing the PrizmDoc Viewer interface makes this simple. Accusoft’s PrizmDoc Viewer is […]
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                        Getting Under the Hood with PrizmDoc Viewer

                        Adding viewing and document conversion capabilities to an application can be a daunting task, especially when a development team is facing resource constraints and a tight schedule. That’s why many developers turn to API-based viewing integrations like Accusoft PrizmDoc Viewer instead of building those features from the ground up. By leveraging the versatile power of […]
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                        How We’re Making Your JS PDF Viewer Responsive

                        Document viewing capabilities are no longer a specialized feature that require dedicated applications. Thanks to powerful software integrations, developers can now build PDF viewing into their solutions to create a better user experience and streamline workflows. The growing popularity of mobile devices, however, has posed a few challenges to development teams accustomed to building an […]
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                                May 10, 2021 
                            

                        

                        Adding a Document Viewer to Your .NET Applications

                        Adding document viewing features to an application can be a challenge. Although there are many open source options available, finding a suitable ASP.NET document viewer or .NET image viewer that provides the right level of flexibility and functionality often requires a more specialized solution. Fortunately, .NET developers have good options when the time comes to […]
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                                July 8, 2021 
                            

                        

                        Why PrizmDoc Viewer Is the Ideal MSO File Viewer for Your Application

                        Today’s applications need tremendous versatility when it comes to document management. Developers are expected to deliver tools that can handle multiple file types and have the ability to share them securely with internal users and people outside the organization. As more companies transition to remote-first work environments, online (and secure) collaboration tools are becoming a […]
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                        What are the absolute essentials for embedding the PrizmDoc Viewer into my web page/application?

                        Question What are the absolute essentials for embedding the PrizmDoc Viewer into my web page/application? Answer Viewer API (viewercontrol.js) The Viewer API is the base building block of the Viewer. We ensure that API changes are backward compatible with point releases (for example, PrizmDoc v13.5 → PrizmDoc v13.6) and will not introduce breaking changes unless […]
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                        What are the absolute essentials for embedding the PrizmDoc Viewer into my web page/application?

                        Question What are the absolute essentials for embedding the PrizmDoc Viewer into my web page/application? Answer Viewer API (viewercontrol.js) The Viewer API is the base building block of the Viewer. We ensure that API changes are backward compatible with point releases (for example, PrizmDoc v13.5 → PrizmDoc v13.6) and will not introduce breaking changes unless […]
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                                August 15, 2021 
                            

                        

                        Expand Your PDF Capabilities with JavaScript PDF Annotation Tools

                        Ever since Mozilla’s development of the open-source PDF.js library in 2011, many developers have been quick to utilize the JavaScript-based toolkit to quickly integrate PDF viewing capabilities into their applications. Given the severe limitations and security concerns associated with external reader plug-ins, it’s easy to see why the open source library was so appealing.  Unfortunately, […]
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                                January 11, 2021 
                            

                        

                        A Year in Review: PrizmDoc Viewer Updates for 2020

                        Here at Accusoft, we’re always looking for new ways of connecting people with progress to improve productivity and drive innovation. It’s why we put so much work into our standards-based APIs and SDKs. We understand that developers need mature integrations that are ready to enhance their applications from day one and will be supported by […]
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